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Abstract
Tile-based rendering (also called chunk rendering or
bucket rendering) is a promising technique for low-power,
3D graphics platforms. This technique decomposes a scene
into smaller regions called tiles and renders the tiles oneby-one. The advantage of this scheme is that a small memory integrated on the graphics accelerator can be used to
store the color components and z values of one tile, so that
accesses to the frame and z buffer are local, on-chip accesses which consume significantly less power than off-chip
accesses. Tile-based rendering, however, requires that the
primitives (commonly triangles) are sorted into bins corresponding to the tiles. This paper describes several algorithms for sorting the primitives into bins and evaluates
their computational complexity and memory requirements.
In addition, we present and evaluate several tests for determining if a triangle and a tile overlap. Experimental
results obtained using several suitable 3D graphics workloads show that various trade-offs can be made and that,
usually, better performance can be obtained by trading it
for memory. This information allows the designer to select
the appropriate method depending on the amount of memory available and the computational power.

1. Introduction
A huge market is foreseen for wireless, interactive 3D
graphics applications, in particular games[3]. Because contemporary wireless devices do not have sufficient computational power to support 3D graphics in real time and because
present accelerators consume too much power, several companies and universities started to develop low-power 3D
graphics accelerators[14, 9]. Tile-based rendering architectures appear to be promising for low-power implementation,
because they employ a small, on-board memory to render a
scene instead of a large, off-chip frame buffer. Tile-based
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accelerators, however, require a large scene buffer to store
the primitives to be rendered. Furthermore, the primitives
have to be sent to the accelerator on a per tile basis. In other
words, they have to be sorted into bins that correspond to
the tiles.
In this paper we present several algorithms to manage
the scene buffer and evaluate their time and memory complexity. Sorting and sending the primitives involves two
steps. First, the primitives are generated and buffered. After that, the primitives are sent to the graphics accelerator
in tile-based order. By performing different computations
in each step, various implementations with different time
and memory complexity are possible. For example, one approach is to sort the primitives while they are buffered. This
approach, however, requires a substantial amount of additional memory because primitives generally cover several
tiles. Another approach is to leave the primitives unsorted
but to sort them while they are sent to the accelerator. This
approach requires no additional memory but generally consumes more time than the previous algorithm. We show that
several intermediate approaches are possible as well.
In addition, we present and evaluate several tests that determine if a primitive (in particular triangle) and a tile overlap. Some of these tests have been proposed before in a different context but we adapted them for testing if a triangle
and a tile overlap. Although some of these tests are computationally more expensive than the commonly employed
bounding box test, they provide more accurate information,
which implies that less memory is needed and fewer triangles need to be rendered by the graphics accelerator.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related work. In Section 3 we describe the triangle
to tile overlap tests we considered for our implementation.
The algorithms for scene management are presented in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in Section 5, and
conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

y
Bounding Box of Tr

Tile-based architectures were initially proposed for highperformance, parallel renderers [8, 11, 10]. Since tiles cover
non-overlapping parts of a scene, the triangles that intersect
with these tiles can be rendered in parallel. In such architectures it is important to balance the load on the parallel
renderers [12]. These studies are, however, not very related
to our study since we consider a low-power architecture in
which the tiles are rendered sequentially one-by-one.
Tile-based rendering has also been used in power-aware
architectures [14, 9]. However, no details have been provided on how the primitives are sorted into bins corresponding to the tiles. Furthermore, the only triangle-to-tile overlap test we could find in literature is the bounding box
test [14, 9, 5, 4]. However, algorithms developed for other
purposes (e.g. antialiasing [15] or collision detection [7, 1])
can be adapted for efficient primitive to tile sorting.
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Figure 1. Triangle to tile BBOX test

significantly. We experimentally determined that, on common workloads, the BBOX test can generate up to 30% false
intersections for large triangles.

3. Overlap Tests
3.2. Linear Edge Function Test (LET)
In this section we describe several triangle to tile overlap
tests. Our contribution consist of introducing an overlapping test based on [15], but with the difference that our test
does not require any coverage mask.
We remark that some of the described tests perform only
partial classifications. They may yield a positive result even
if a triangle does not intersect a tile. This conservative approach is preferable to predicting that a triangle and a tile
do not overlap while in reality they do, because then “holes”
may appear in the rendered scene if triangles have been discarded incorrectly. As can be expected, in general, more
accurate tests are computationally more expensive. This
allows various algorithms with different time and memory
complexities to be developed (Section 4).

This test employs edge functions [13] to determine if a
triangle intersects a tile. Edge functions are normally used
to determine if a point is inside a triangle or, for instance,
to compute a coverage mask for antialiasing[15]. In our
case, we extended the equations presented in [15] so that no
coverage mask is needed to determine if a triangle intersects
a tile.
Consider a 2D vector defined by two points A(X, Y ) and
B(X + dX, Y + dY ), and a line L AB that passes through
the two points. The edge function for a certain point (x, y)
is defined as:
ELAB (x, y) = (x − X) · dY − (y − Y ) · dX.

(1)

3.1. Bounding Box Test (BBOX)
This test determines if the axis aligned bounding box of
a triangle intersects with the tile. This is illustrated in Figure 1. If the bounding box of the triangle does not overlap
with the tile then also the triangle does not overlap with the
tile. However, if the bounding box of the triangle overlaps
with the tile, the triangle might overlap the tile, but generally there is no precise answer so in this case additional tests
are required or it can be assumed that the triangle overlaps
the tile and it can be sent to the rasterizer (in this case the
rasterization of the triangle might generate no fragments if
the triangle does not overlap with the tile). If a triangle is
small, the BBOX test can be accurate (actually the accuracy
of this test depends also on the thinness and orientation of a
triangle) while for larger triangles the accuracy might drop
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The edge function can be also be written using an incremental form as:
ELAB (x + δx, y + δy) = ELAB (x, y) + δx · dY − δy · dX.
(2)
The incremental form can be used to evaluate the edge function for a sequence of points more efficiently. In this case,
only for the first point the edge needs to be computed using
Equation (1) while for the rest of the points the incremental
form can be used. The incremental computation of the edge
function requires fewer operations than Equation (1). Furthermore, commonly δx = 1 or δy = 1, in which case, the
incremental version requires only one multiplication.
The edge function can be used to determine the position
of a point (x, y) relative to the line L AB as follows:
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Figure 2. Triangle to tile test using linear functions

If ELAB (x, y) > 0
If ELAB (x, y) = 0
If ELAB (x, y) < 0

then the point is to the right of L AB
then the point is on L AB
then the point is to the left of L AB
(3)
The conditions that can be used (but are not sufficient)
to determine if a counter-clockwise oriented triangle T , defined by three vertices A(x A , yA ), B(xB , yB ), C(xC , yC ),
intersects a square S defined by a center point CS(x cs , ycs )
and having a total width of l are:
ELAB (xcs , ycs ) ≤
ELBC (xcs , ycs ) ≤
ELCA (xcs , ycs ) ≤

l
2
l
2
l
2

· (|xB − xA | + |yB − yA |)
· (|xC − xB | + |yC − yB |)
· (|xA − xC | + |yA − yC |)

in the implementation of the Chromium [10] parallel rendering system. The SAT test is based on the observation
that two convex objects do not overlap if there exists a
line for which their respective projections on the line do
not intersect. It is shown in [6] that is enough to consider the normals to the edges of each polygon as projection lines. This method, however, even after aggressive optimizations remained more computationally intensive than
the LET method and it was not further employed in our
study.

In this section we present several algorithms for sorting
primitives into bins corresponding to tiles and determine
their computational complexity and memory requirements.
As described in Section 1, sorting the primitives into bins
and sending them to the rasterizer involves two stages. In
the first stage the primitives are buffered and an initial sorting step may be performed. In the second stage the primitives are sent to the rasterizer in tile-based order, eventually
after a second sorting step.
Algorithm DIRECT This algorithm simply scans the
whole list of primitives for each tile and sends the primitives that (potentially) overlap the current tile to the rasterizer.
for each triangle Tr
buffer Tr

(4)

Considering that a tile can be regarded as a rectangle R
defined by a center point M (x m , ym ), and a width of w
and a height of h, we can transform the rectangle R into a
square S with a width of 1 using a normalization (division
by (w, h)). By performing the same operation on the vertices of the triangle T , the conditions presented in Equations
(4), where l = 1 can be used to test if the triangle intersects
the tile. Because we do not use any masking mechanism
as used in [15], the Equations (4) are not sufficient to correctly classify the overlap of a triangle with a tile. In order
to eliminate false intersections, a bounding box test should
be performed first and followed by the Equations (4). Figure 2 depicts the outcome of the triangle to tile test using
linear functions. The triangle to tile test using LET test is
exact as opposed to the BBOX test where triangles might
have been classified as overlapping a tile even if there was
no real triangle to tile overlap.
We remark that there are more tests to accurately classify the triangle to tile overlaps. For example, the Separating Axes Test (SAT) test described in [1, 7], and used
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for each tile T
for each triangle Tr
compute bbox of Tr
if bbox of Tr and T overlap
send Tr
Let #tiles and #triangles be the number tiles and triangles,
respectively. The time complexity of algorithm DIRECT is
tbuf · #triangles +
tbbox-total · #tiles · #triangles +
tsend · #triangles · bbox overlap,
where tbuf is the cost of placing a triangle in the scene
buffer, tbbox-total is the cost of computing the bounding box
of a triangle and determining if a bounding box and a tile
overlap, tsend is the cost of sending a triangle to the rasterizer, and bbox overlap is the overlap factor (i.e., the average
number of tiles a triangle covers) if the bounding box test
is employed.
The main advantage of algorithm DIRECT is that it requires no memory in addition to the scene buffer. We also
remark that here we used the bounding box test, but other
tests may also be employed.

Algorithm TWO STEP In this algorithm the bounding
box of each triangle is computed and stored during the
buffering stage. This avoids having to recompute the bounding box for each triangle/tile tuple during the sending stage.
It requires, however, that the bounding box of each primitive is kept.

The complexity of this algorithm is

for each triangle Tr
buffer Tr
compute and store bbox of Tr

where tlet-test is the cost of testing if a triangle and a tile
overlap using LET test, and let overlap is the LET overlap
factor (i.e., the average number of tiles covered by a triangle
if the LET test is employed).
While the TWO STEP LET algorithm takes more time
than the TWO STEP algorithm, the number of triangles
sent to the rasterizer by the TWO STEP LET algorithm
(#triangles · let overlap) is lower than or equal to the number of triangles sent to the rasterizer in the TWO STEP algorithm (#triangles · bbox overlap) since the LET test is
accurate while the BBOX test is approximative. By sending
less triangles to the accelerator this algorithm reduces the
computational requirements at the accelerator.
The amount of additional memory required by algorithm
TWO STEP LET is the same as for the TWO STEP algorithm.

for each tile T
for each triangle Tr
if bbox of Tr and T overlap
send Tr
The complexity of this algorithm is
(tbuf + tbbox-compute ) · #triangles +
tbbox-test · #tiles · #triangles +
tsend · #triangles · bbox overlap,
where tbbox-compute is the cost of computing the bounding
box of a triangle and t bbox-test is the cost of testing if a
bounding box of a triangle and a tile overlap (so t bbox-total =
tbbox-compute +tbbox-test ). We assumed that the cost of storing a
bounding box is negligible since a storing operation is performed by default while computing the bounding box components. However, even if a separate bounding box storing
cost is added, its contribution to the total cost (complexity)
is negligible.
The amount of additional memory required by algorithm TWO STEP is #triangles · sizeof(bbox), where
sizeof(bbox) is the size of a bounding box structure (i.e. 4
integers).
Algorithm TWO STEP LET This algorithm is similar
to the TWO STEP algorithm described above. The difference is that in the second stage a LET overlap test instead
of just BBOX is used. Since the LET test contains a BBOX
test, the main LET test (Equations 4) is applied only to triangles that have passed the BBOX test.
for each triangle Tr
buffer Tr
compute and store bbox of Tr
for each tile T
for each triangle Tr
if LET test indicates Tr and T overlap
send Tr
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(tbuf + tbbox-compute ) · #triangles +
tbbox-test · #tiles · #triangles +
tlet-test · #triangles · bbox overlap +
tsend · #triangles · let overlap,

Algorithm SORT In this algorithm for each tile there is
a buffer with pointers to the primitives that overlap the tile
according to the BBOX test. For each tile only the primitives that have a pointer in the corresponding tile buffer will
be sent to the rasterizer.
for each triangle Tr
buffer Tr
compute bbox of Tr
for each tile T that overlaps bbox of Tr
insert pointer to Tr in the buffer of T
for each tile T
for each triangle Tr in the buffer of T
send Tr
The complexity of this algorithm is
(tbuf + tbbox-compute ) · #triangles +
tinsert · #triangles · bbox overlap +
ttiletrav · #tiles +
tsend · #triangles · bbox overlap,
where tinsert is the cost of inserting a pointer to a triangle in
the buffer of the tile. There is no need to add a t bbox-test cost
since there is no BBOX test performed (we can determine
from the bounding box coordinates in which tiles to insert
pointers). The t tiletrav is the cost to traverse a tile.
The amount of additional memory required by the SORT
algorithm is #triangles · bbox overlap· 2 · sizeof(pointer)+

#tiles · 2 · sizeof(pointer), where sizeof(pointer) denotes the
size of a pointer (4 bytes). In our current implementation
we use a (prealocated) linked list of pointers to primitives,
thus we need to store two pointers for each primitive (one
pointing to the primitive and one to the next primitive in
the tile). We also use two pointers for each tile (to the first
primitive for the tile and the last primitive inserted).
Algorithm SORT LET This algorithm is similar to the
previous algorithm. The difference is that eventually the
LET test is used to determine if a triangle overlaps a tile.
For each tile only the primitives that have a pointer in the
corresponding tile buffer will be sent to the rasterizer.
for each triangle Tr
buffer Tr
compute bbox of Tr
for each tile T that overlaps bbox of Tr
if LET test indicates Tr and T overlap
insert pointer to Tr in the buffer of T
for each tile T
for each triangle Tr in the buffer of T
send Tr.
The complexity of this algorithm is
(tbuf + tbbox-compute ) · #triangles +
tlet-test · #triangles · bbox overlap +
tinsert · #triangles · let overlap +
ttiletrav · #tiles +
tsend · #triangles · let overlap,
The amount of additional memory required by the
SORT LET algorithm is #triangles · let overlap · 2 ·
sizeof(pointer) + #tiles · 2 · sizeof(pointer).

5. Experimental Results
In order to determine the computational and memory requirements of the algorithms, we have simulated several
traces of 3D graphics applications and measured certain
statistics such as the BBOX and LET overlap factors. Furthermore, we estimated most parameters such as t buf and
tinsert by counting the number of elementary operations (assignments, comparisons, etc.) required to implement the
operation. Other parameters such as t bbox test can vary because the implementation of this operation contains if-thenelse statements which implies that the time depends on
the control flow. In order to estimate these parameters,
we wrote a program that performs these tests and inserted
counters to determine how often each branch was executed.
These statistics have been subsequently substituted in the
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complexity formulae of the algorithms. We remark that
cycle-accurate simulations of the algorithms on all workloads are not feasible, because that is too time consuming.
This section is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the benchmarking suite. The efficiency of the overlap tests is discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the
values of the statistics and the parameters used to calculate
the time and memory required by each algorithm. Finally,
the runtime results and memory requirements of the algorithms are presented and discussed in Section 5.4.

5.1. Benchmarking Suite
In order to compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithms we used the benchmarking suite proposed in [2].
It consists of 7 components: Q3L, Q3H, Tux, Aw, ANL,
GRA, and DIN. The Q3L profile corresponds to a low resolution (320x240) demo of the Quake III 3D FPS game. The
Q3H profile is based on the same demo as Q3L only that it
uses higher resolution (640x480). Tux is a 3D racing game
(guide a penguin) available on Linux platforms. The Aw
(Awadvs-04) profile is part of the Viewperf 6.1.2 package.
The ANL, GRA, and DIN are 3D VRML models for which
“fly-by” scenes were created and traced.
The traces were fed to our modified Mesa library. The
Mesa library performed primitive backface culling and generated lists of remaining primitives. The list of primitives
were sent to our tile-based accelerator simulator, where different primitive to tile algorithms were used. We used a tile
size of 32x16 pixels (as used in current tile-based hardware
accelerators [14]), and the window sizes were 320x240 for
Q3L, and 640x480 for the other benchmark suite components.

5.2. Efficiency of the Overlap Tests
For each frame, all tiles are rendered sequentially and
only when all the tiles have been rendered, a new frame is
processed. We used two primitive to tile repartition strategies. The BBOX strategy corresponds to a simple bounding
box primitive to tile overlap test. This strategy, as mentioned in Section 3.1 might not produce the optimal (lowest) number of primitives to be sent to the rasterizer, but the
computational overhead of this test is generally low. The
LET strategy corresponds to a linear edge test for primitive to tile overlap. The LET strategy produces an accurate
number of primitives that should be sent to the tile-based
rasterizer.
Table 1 presents the number of I/O write accesses to the
accelerator based on our simulator using the BBOX test or
LET test. The total I/O numbers represent the number of
accesses due to state-changing information (e.g. enable or
disable depth test) plus the number of I/O due to sending

triangles. Since the number of primitives sent to the accelerator depends only on the overlapping test performed, these
numbers are independent of the algorithm used. The number of I/O writes needed to sent triangles to the accelerator
for the BBOX test was up to 62% larger than for the LET
test. Another interesting result from this table is that the
LET test not only reduces the number of I/Os, but also the
number of state changes. This happens due to the fact that
we used a lazy update mechanism for the state change (the
state changes are committed to the renderer when they are
needed, thus if some of the primitives are discarded some
state changes might not be required). Thus, using a more
accurate overlapping test is beneficial also for the amount
of state change information sent to the accelerator.

5.3. Parameters and Benchmark Statistics
Some of the parameters used to estimate the complexity of the algorithms (t bbox compute , tbbox test , tlet test ) can vary
across the workloads. In order to reduce the errors obtained
by estimating them statistically, we wrote programs to compute the average number of elementary operations needed to
implement each test and obtained particular values for each
workload. The results are presented in Table 2. It can be
seen that the obtained t bbox compute and tbbox test parameters
are quite uniform across the workloads while t let test has a
larger variation.
Other parameters of the workloads such as the average
or maximum number of triangles per frame are presented in
Table 3. The average triangles / frame statistics represents
the average number of triangles sent from the Mesa library
to our driver after backface culling. This number is actually
the #triangles parameter used to compute the complexity
of the algorithms. The max. triangles represent the maximum number of triangles sent for one frame. This number
can be used to determine the maximum amount of memory
required to buffer the triangles for one frame. This number can also be used to determine the computational power
required for real-time operation.
For the other parameters, the following assumptions
were employed: t buf = 50, tinsert = 6 (two additions, three
assignments, and one comparison), t tiletrav = 4 (two comparisons, one assignment, and one increment), t send = 40
(the number of I/O writes currently used to transfer the data
for a triangle in our simulator).

5.4. Runtime Results and Memory Requirements
This section presents the results we obtained for triangle
to tile repartition algorithms. We were not able to perform
a cycle accurate simulation of the workload due to the fact
that it is too time consuming.
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The average time taken by each scene management algorithm to process one frame of every benchmark is presented in Table 4, while Figure 3 depicts the time required
by each algorithm relative to the amount of time taken by
algorithm DIRECT. As expected, algorithm DIRECT requires the largest number of operations by far, while SORT
takes the least amount of time. On average, across all
benchmarks, the SORT algorithm is 44 times as fast as
DIRECT. The TWO STEP algorithm, even though it also
scans the entire scene buffer for each tile, has reasonable
performance. It is slower than algorithm SORT by a factor of 6 on average. It can also be observed that algorithm
TWO STEP LET is hardly slower than TWO STEP and,
therefore, preferable, since it sends fewer triangles to the
rasterizer which means that the computational load on the
rasterizer is reduced. Algorithm SORT LET, on the other
hand, is slower than algorithm SORT by a factor of 1.6 on
average.
The amount of memory required by each algorithm, in
addition to the scene buffer which is needed to buffer the
primitives, is presented in Table 5. It is also visually depicted in Figure 4. As explained before, algorithm DIRECT
does not require any additional memory. Furthermore, as
expected, the SORT algorithm needs the most memory,
since the amount of additional memory it requires is proportional to the number of triangles and the BBOX overlap
factor (the average number of tiles covered by a triangle if
the BBOX test is employed). Because the LET test is exact
while the BBOX test is not, SORT LET requires less memory than SORT. However, the difference is significant only
for one benchmark (Q3H) for which SORT needs almost
twice the amount of additional memory as SORT LET. For
the other benchmarks the difference is much smaller (a factor of 1.17 on average). The reason is that the BBOX
test is rather exact for all benchmarks except Q3H. The
TWO STEP and TWO STEP LET algorithms require the
same amount of memory and are, therefore, depicted together. On average, TWO STEP requires a factor of 3.2 less
additional memory than SORT. However, this difference depends strongly on the benchmark. For benchmarks with a
small overlap factor (e.g., Aw), the difference is hardly significant, while for benchmarks with a large overlap factor
(in particular Q3H) the difference is considerable.
Which algorithm is preferable depends, of course, on the
computational power and the amount of memory of a particular implementation. DIRECT is probably not a practical algorithm because it has poor performance. Our results
indicate that TWO STEP LET is better than TWO STEP,
since they require the same amount of memory and because TWO STEP LET takes only a bit more time than
TWO STEP. Furthermore, TWO STEP LET sends fewer
triangles to the rasterizer, which implies that the rasterizer has to perform less work. SORT and SORT LET take

Table 1. I/O writes for various overlapping tests
BBOX total I/O
BBOX triangles I/O
LET total I/O
LET triangles I/O

Q3L
701M
432M
583M
340M

Q3H
1,907M
1,024M
1,394M
633M

Tux
664.5M
320M
565M
235M

Aw
342M
265M
337M
260M

ANL
524M
338M
459M
281M

GRA
357M
152M
322M
131M

DIN
215M
160M
206M
150M

Table 2. Complexity parameters for each workload
tbbox compute
tbbox test
tlet test
TWO_STEP

TWO_STEP_LET

SORT

Q3L
14.02
2.08
50.5

Q3H
14
1.995
43.40

Tux
13.98
1.780
48.93

Aw
14.25
1.86
59.15

ANL
14.25
1.93
52.9

SORT_LET

GRA
14.25
1.77
54.66

DIN
14.20
1.78
57.79
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Figure 3. Time taken by each scene management algorithm, relative to the amount of time
taken by algorithm DIRECT

Figure 4. Memory requirements of the scene
management algorithms

less time than TWO STEP LET, but require more memory. So the 3D graphics system designer has to make
a trade-off between these algorithms. If SORT LET is
preferable to SORT or vice versa can also not be assured.
Although SORT LET sends fewer triangles to the rasterizer, SORT requires significantly less time than SORT LET
while SORT LET reduces the memory requirements only
marginally for all but one benchmark.

gorithm because is has poor performance. However, the
TWO STEP algorithm, even though it also scans the entire
scene buffer for each tile, has reasonable performance while
it does not require a large amount of additional memory. If
the computational performance is more important than additional memory required, then the SORT algorithm is more
suitable. To determine the best algorithm for a particular
implementation it should be taken into consideration also
the fact that using the LET overlap test, instead of BBOX,
more computational power is required at the scene management stage, but depending on the computational power required to process and discard additional triangles on the accelerator it might be a better choice to use LET instead of
BBOX since the computations at the accelerator to discard
the additional triangles generated by BBOX can be higher.

6. Conclusions
A two stage model for triangle to tile repartition for tilebased graphics accelerators has been presented. In addition, different algorithms to test the triangle to tile overlap
have been described. By comparing factors like computational power or memory required, a 3D graphics accelerator
designer can chose the most suitable algorithm for an implementation. While the number of primitives sent to the
accelerator depends only on the triangle to tile overlap test
used, the memory required to sort and store the primitives
before being sent to the accelerator and also the computational power depends largely on the algorithm employed.
The DIRECT algorithm is probably not a practical al-
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Table 3. Relevant characteristics of the benchmarks
number of frames
average triangles / frame
max. triangles / frame
max. bbox / frame
max. let / frame
bbox overlap
let overlap
max. scene buffer
memory required
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SORT LET

Q3L
8.7M
1.7M
1.8M
0.7M
1.1M

Q3H
34M
5.3M
5.4M
1.3M
2.0M

Tux
17.6M
2.4M
2.4M
0.47M
0.75M

Aw
108M
13.6M
14M
1.4M
2.3M

ANL
44.2M
6.2M
6.4M
1.13M
1.9M

GRA
35.8M
4.5M
4.6M
0.6M
1.0M

DIN
40.7M
5.0M
5.2M
0.66M
1.1M

Table 5. Additional maximum memory requirements (bytes) per frame for each scene management
algorithm.
DIRECT
TWO STEP/
TWO STEP LET
SORT
SORT LET
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0
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0
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0
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0
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113.9k

55.26k
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155k
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99k
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94k
86k

83k
78k
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